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Remote Wireless Egg Purple

Touch 7-Function Bullet

Point Vibrator

Ultra powerful and discreet. Powerfully
 intense motor with 10 functions and 
vibrations. Ultra smooth with a silky touch 
to heighten your sexual pleasure. Easy to 
recharge in a convenient base station. USB 
           or wall charge. With remote control.

Medical grade silicone.
100% waterproof egg.

Ultra smooth, silky touch 
to heighten your sexual 
pleasure. With 7 speeds and 
multi speed touch control.
USB or wall charge with 
charging dock.
100% waterproof bullet.
Medical grade silicone.

Ultra smooth, silky touch to heighten 
your sexual pleasure.
Using state of the art vibrational 
technology with easy touch controls to 
increase or decrease the mode of 
vibration to satisfy your sensuelle desires.
Nu Sensuelle has a deeply intense motor, 
with 20 function modes and vibrations 
designed to create powerful orgasms.
100% waterproof.

340126

340109

340103
340102

340104

340110

3,1”
8cm

3,6”
9,2cm
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Pearl Vibrator

Curve Vibrator

Remote Wireless Bullet

Sensuelle Pearl has a deep intense motor 
with multi function modes and vibrations 
to create powerful sensations with ease.
Within the tip is a pearl shaped 
stimulator that has a unique 3 speed up 
and down motion. When used 
simultaneously with the 10 vibration 
modes, the Pearl will further enhance 
your sexual pleasure.

Ultra smooth contours to heighten 
your sexual pleasure.Using state of 
the art vibrational technology with 
easy touch controls to increase or 
decrease the mode of vibration. 
Nu Sensuelle has deeply intense 
motor, with 20 function modes and 
vibrations. Medical grade silicone 
coated. USB or wall charge dock 
station. 100% waterproof bullet.

340100

340101

340115
340114

5,3”
13,5cm

3,0”
7,5cm

8,0”
20,5cm

Ultra smooth, silky touch 
bullet to heighten your 

sexual pleasure. The 
wireless remote control 

bullet has a deeply 
intense motor, with 10 

function modes and 
vibrations.

USB or Wall charge.
100% waterproof 

bullet.

340105 
purple

340106 
pink
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Pleasure  
Panty Bullet

Remote Control Mini Plug Mini Plug

Wireless fun whenever, wherever.
Using state of the art vibrational 

technology with easy touch controls.
Nu Sensuelle remote pleasure panty has
a deeply intense motor, with 15 function 

modes and vibrations. With remote control. 
USB charge.100% waterproof bullet. Black cotton 

panty with Lace detail and side ties. Amazingly 
powerful, yet discreet and quiet.

Using state of the art vibrational 
technology with easy touch 

controls to increase or decrease  
the mode of vibration. With 

deeply intense motor and 15 
function modes. 

USB Rechargeable bullet and 
remote. Medical grade silicone. 

100% waterproof plug.

Amazingly smooth, petite and 
powerful. Using state of the art 
vibrational technology with easy 
touch controls to increase or 
decrease the mode of vibration.
Nu Sensuelle rechargeable Mini 
Plug has a deeply intense motor, 
with 15 function modes and 
vibrations. USB charge.Medical 
grade silicone.100% waterproof.

340127

3,5”
9,0cm

2,7”
6,8cm

340130 340124 340125

3,7”
9,5cm
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Femme Giselle Rabbit

Femme Luxe Vibrator

Unique rolling ball massager and
intense dual stimulation. Ultra smooth, 
silky touch to heighten your pleasure.

Within the tip of the Nu Sensuelle 
Luxe is a ball shaped stimulator that has 
a unique 3 speed up and down motion.
With 10 vibration modes and 2 motors.
Ergonomically designed to follow your 

bodys natural curves.USB or wall charge.
100% waterproof.

Ultra smooth, silky touch to 
heighten your pleasure.

Unique rolling ball massager and 
stimulator that has a unique 3 speed 
up and down motion. Intense dual 
stimulation and 10 vibration modes.
Ergonomically designed to follow 
your bodys natural curves. 2 powerful 
motors. Additional flickering Bunnii 
Ears. Easy button control. Waterproof.
USB rechargeable.

340128

340117

340116

8,7”
22,1cm

9,3”
23,5cm

Bunii Vibrator

Extremely fast tickler. Intensely 
Powerful. Seductively Smooth 
and silky touch to heighten 
your sexual pleasure. 20 
vibration functions. Memory 
function. Medical grade 
silicone. USB or wall charge.
100% waterproof.

340122 340123

4,6”
11,6cm
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Homme Prostate Massager 

Sensuelle G G-Spot Massager

Impulse Vibrator

Unique rolling ball massager and intense 
prostate stimulation. Ergonomically 

designed to follow your bodys natural 
curves. With 10 vibration modes and a ball 

shaped stimulator that has a unique 3 speed 
up and down motion. USB or wall charge 
with dock station. Medical grade silicone. 

Water resistant for cleaning purpose.

Ultra smooth, silky touch to heighten your
sexual pleasure. Unique rolling ball massager 
and intense G Spot Stimulation.
10 modes of vibration and pulsation.
Within the tip of the Nu Sensuelle G Spot 
Massager is a ball shaped stimulator that 
has a unique 3 speed up and down motion.
Ergonomically designed to follow your bodys 
natural curves. USB or wall charge dock station.

Ultra smooth, silky touch to 
heighten your sexual pleasure. 

Deeply intense motor with 7 
vibrational functions and unique 

Touch Sensor mode. Upon contact 
with the body, Touch Sensor

vibrations will automatically start. 3 
different sensor regions with varying 

intensities. Water resistant bullet.
USB or wall charge.

6,5”
16,5cm

340107

340112

340113

3401088,5”
21,5cm

8,5”
21,5cm
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Homme Butt Plug

Joie Bullet

Remote Bullet Cockring 

Double Action
 Cockring 

State of the art vibrational 
technology with easy touch 

controls and flicker tip. 
Nu Sensuelle Homme Butt 
Plug has a deeply intense 

motor, with 20 intense 
vibrations and pulsations.

100% waterproof plug. 
Medical grade silicone.

Using state of the art 
vibrational technology with 

easy touch controls to 
increase or decrease the 

mode of vibration to satisfy 
your Sensuelle desires.

Amazingly powerful stimulations to enhance 
your sensations. With easy touch controls to 
increase or decrease the mode of vibration 

to satisfy your Sensuelle desires. Nu
 Sensuelle double action bullet ring has 2 

deeply intense motors, with 7 function 
modes and vibrations.

Discreet, petite and powerful. Using state of 
the art vibrational technology with easy touch controls

to increase or decrease the mode of vibration. Nu Sensuelle 
Joie rechargeable bullet has a deeply intense motor, with 15 function 

modes and vibrations. USB or wall charge. 100% Waterproof.

4,9”
12,5cm

340111

340121

340118 black
340119 purple

340120

340129
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